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9'1-IJ lopic5 al brunch
The brunch held al the Charles St.
insulting to lesbians. Gays were reMeeting House last Saturday atminded of the importance of attendtractcd about 40 gays, and the topics ing and/or supporting the R.l. Gay
Conference in Kingston later this
discussed at the 111onthly meeting
ranged from advertising to housing
month, and Gay Way Radio, heard
for the New England Gay Conferover V✓ BUR, wants interested individuals and groups to consider makcncc. Representatives fro111 most of
thc local gay organizations, as well
ing public relations promos to be
as active individuals, were in attendaired on the station. It was asked
ancc despite the discouraging weather. that any person who has done any
This mid-morning get-together,
speaking on gay issues, gay rights or
on being gay, infonn the gay legislathe third of its kind , was an exa111ple
of the diversified efforts on the part
tion committee (through HUB)
of liberated gays for the betterment
where he or she spoke,and to what
of the gay c'o111munity. A wide range group or organization. This does not
of problems, solutions and initiainclude speakers who have spoken
lives were discussed , including plans
through the Gay Speakers Cureau.
for gay advertising in subway cars,
Another matter brought up was the
need for a police liaison between the
the formation of a committee to
look into the possibility of obtaining
-~
or building a Gay Half-\'/ay Ilou_se
or Drop-In-Center , and the contm1"' •
.-_, ~ "-' . ,
ued attempt to i111prove communications within the gay community.
Cambridge Radio Station WCAS,
One of the subjects brought up at
owned by the Kaiser Broadcasting
the brunch was the need for housing
Corporation, will be sold to Family
for the large nu111bcr of gays who
Stations, Inc. , as of Feb. 23, unless
community action can prevent the
will be attending the N.E. Gay Conimpending change of hands.
lercnce in Boston. About 150
WCAS is an atypical AM station
spaces arc needed , and anyone who
in terms of its community consciousis able and willing to put up a visiness and musical content.
tor for one or two nights is asked
Family Stations, Inc. , is a nationto contact the N.E. Gay Conference
wide, nonprofit group of radio staPlanning Committee or Alice Ann
tions, broadcasting easy-listening
Willi;rn1s . It was decided that Fag
religious music.
Rag. a local gay publication. should
Loretta Lotman of Gay Media
receive more support in terms of
Action has said that "if the sale of
distribution in the area. (The new
edition of Fag Rag will be a 40 page
WCAS goes through , there will be
no possibility of Gay programming."
issuc and will be in circulation soon).
The station has also devoted time to
WCAS. the radio station that broada number of other communitycasts the gay program "Closctmind t'd organizations.
Space" on Sunday mornings. is
being sold to a \\'est Coast company
A local effort has been started by
that will most likely terminate the
David Misch to petition the FCC to
gay radio show. There will be a prohold public hearings on the use of
test to get a public hearing into the
the airspace. Petitions will be cirsale. and more information on this
culated throughout Cambridge.
will be available through the Real
Misch can be contacted at (617)
Paper. the Phoenix. and the CCI\.
628-93 78. and petitions are available
The need for a Gay employment
at the Cambridge Tenants Organizing
agency was brought up. and people
Committee (595 !\lass. Ave., Camwere urged to write to the local
bridge) and the Cambridge Civic
bureau of Time ~lagazine. which
Association (2 Essex St., Camcarried a recent article insensitive and bridge).
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gay community and the police department for reasons of general education and in times of crisis. It was
asked that the GCN look into the
possibilities of publishing a crime
report to determine how many" gays
are being arrested and on what
charges. Also, The Women's Only
Workshop, a part of the forthcoming N.E. Gay Conference , is trying
to interest gay women who do not
consider themselves feminists in
taking part in the workshop. The
Gay Community Alert, the instrument of mobilization of gays in times
of emergency, was another topic of
discussion.
New proposals and ideas raised at
the brunch were well received and
the show of unity and congeniality
at the meeting was indicative of the
growing improvement of communications within the gay community.
The next Active Gays Brunch is
scheduled for the first Saturday in
March at the Charles St. Meeting
House.

f,an9or news
sura--,rt~ 9'11J~
Last week the Trustees of the
University of Maine at Orono reversed a decision by Howard
Nevell, the Ul\;O's president , who
had sought to stop the gay WildeStein Club from holding a Gay Conference on campus. The Bangor
Daily News, a very conservative, and
Maine's most widely circulated newspaper, editorialized favorably towards the Gay student group in their
Jan. 30 issue.
The editorial states: " ... Most of
Maine, we'd guess, would prefcr that
homosexuality be relegated to the
shelf alongside other traditionally
verboten and uncomfortable subjects. But the closet has been opened the issue faces us and we have
no choice but to deal with it. As an
issue, homosexuality became legitimately visible last week when the
UMO trustees gave their okay for a
(Continued on page nine)

A handful of local gays have initiated an advertising campaign which
will expose a greater number of i\oston citizens to the gay liberation
movement. A proposal is being
submitted to l\letro Tran sit Advertising that will permit pro-gay advertisements to be placed in the subway cars of the l\lBT A. If the proposal is accepted. the i\!BT A will
have a final decision on the project.
The advertisements have been planned to appear in a subtle, continuing
series that will awake the general

public lo the existence of the tremendous number of gay persons in
the area . The cost of placing an
advertisement in a subway car is S3
per month , and it is hoped that the
gay ads can be installed in at least
100 cars on the MBTA's green and
red lines. The first series of ads
would remain in the cars for approximately a 111onth , when the next more
illuminating and informative card
would take its place. This advertising campaign would not only raise
the consciousness of straights. hut
would enhance the self-esteem of gay
people with its positive and humane
approach. The funding for this project depends on the willingness of the
gay community to support it. A
hearty approval and encouragement
was given to the three · gay men who
originated the campaign at the Active Gays ''.runch last week.
Any persons interested in helping
in this endeavor arc asked to contact
Tom ~.!organ ti at 241-8357, or write
him at 25 Washington St., Charlestown , !\lass. 02129.

The Boston University Homophile
League, in cooperation with HarvardRadcliffe GSA and the MIT-SHL, will
sponsor a Gay Valentine's Dance on
Sunday. Feb. 17 from 9 pm to I
am. The dance will be held at the
Boston University Sherman Union
ballroom at 775 Commonwealth
Ave. Donations are S 1 and free beer
will be served to the first I 00 persons.

On Sunday, Feb. 10 at 8:30 pm,
the Stone Soup Poets will present an
evening of Poetry and Film at the
Charles St. Meeting I louse. Gerard
l\1alanga will be featured and the
New England premiere of the :.;aThis past Thursday evening, Jan.
langa film, April Diary, will be
31, the Tufts Gay Community
shown. The f1lm features poets John
Council (TGC') sponsored an inforWieners and the !tea f'harles Olson.
mal seminar on the topic of Gay
Donation at the door is S 1. For
pornography. Viewed in the at1dioinformation , call Jack Powers at
visual room of Tufts \Vessel l\!cmor523-9330 weekdays.
"Swords and Plowshares" is a reial Library, the films included two
+
+
+
ligious television program seen on
"coming attractions" and two comThe
Homophile
Community
Channel 7, WNAC-TV, and on sevplete short films. These were made
Health Service is searching for
eral occasions favorably portrayed
avait1blc by the Esquire film chain
people with artistic ability to design
and discussed gay people. The show
through the cooperation of George
a new logo for the health service.
is due to be cancelled next month,
1\lanscur, an executive of that firm.
The only requirement is that the
and appreciative gay people are
Mr. Manscur also provided the small
design be black (or one color) on
asked to send their protests of the
gathering with some fascinating inwhite ·and carry the appropriate
sights on the production and districancellation to: William Hahn, Publetters HCI-1S. Any persons w1slling
bution of Gay pornography for
lic Relations Director, WNAC-TV/RKO to submit a design should send it to:
theatres. lie pointed out the vast
Public Relations Advertising ComGeneral Building, Government Cendifference in quality between the
mittee, c/o the Homophilc Comter, Boston 02115.
two "coming attractions" or "trailmunity
Health Service, 419 BoylA women's sleigh ride to be held in
ers" as the film trade calls them,
ston St. Rm. 403, Doston, or call
February is being sponsored by DOB.
which included cuts from Green
64(,-0318 for further information.
The date is Sunday, Feb. JO at 1 pm.
/,ightning, an extremely low budget
+
+
+
film, and the much better Back Row, The cost of $5 per person includes
There is a pressing need for a rap
skating, sleigh riding, tobogganing,
starring Casey Donavon.
for older gay women, where they can
a bonfire and barbecue. Bring
share mutual intersts and opinions.
Also shown were
skates, toboggan, warm clothing,
the two Pete, de Rome f11ms Green
At 8 pm on Thursday, Feb. 14, the
food and liquor (if desired). There
Thoughts and Underground. While
first of these meetings for older
women will be held at the DOB ofGreen Thoughts featured the tranquil will also be a dance in the barn, with
fice at 419 Doylston St. Room 323.
sublimation of a phallic forest,
Deadly Nightshade performing.
There is no age limit set on women
Underground featured sex in the
The event will be held at Ellendale
jungle of the N.Y.C. subways and it
Stables, Rte. 27, Sherborn. (People will who would like to attend this rap
was the blue line all the way! A
session, and any woman who would
meet at Grossmans in Wellesley on
particularly apropos line many will
feel comfortable should come. DOB
Rte. 16 at 12 noon.) Call DOB ofremember from this film was the
is sponsoring the sessions.
fice for more information; 262-1592.
+
+
+
closing shot of a Times editorial
+
+
+
Shalom .! Gays and Jews arc formreading "ls There No Sense of
The Wilde-Stein Club, Hemorial
Dcccncv?"
ing a ·new Gay Temple and are
~.:r. Manscur aptly pointed
Union, UMO , Orono, Maine 04473
seeking a permanent home. The
out the hypocricy of the recent
holds its meetings on Fridays at 7
group is currently meeting at the
Supreme Court decision allowing
pm at the Memorial Union.
Old West Church on Friday evenfor "community standards" of
The Maine Gay Conference will
ings at 8:00. Anyone wishing to
censorship. I !e illustrated the fact
be held on April 20 at the Hilltop
join or help the new Gay Jewish
of money talking in the case of r.:rs.
Conference Center at the Ut:O. It
group should call 739-7657.
Rita Warren who successfully slopped took a resolution which was ap+
+
+
the showing of]()()/ Danish Delights proved unanimously by the UMO
The Metropolitan Community
in a local Norwell theatre, yet was
Board of Trustees to secure the Gay
Church is holding an MCC Family
promptly arrested when attempting
students right to hold their conferWeekend on the weekend of Feb.
the same picketing in front of the
ence.
23 and 24. On Saturday, from 1-4
more profitable Ben Sack "57" theAnd Gay Support & Action is
pm , there will be a Children's Festiatre to stop the showing of The
now meeting al 7 pm Wednesdays,
val , with games , crafts, snacks and
Lwrcist.
al the Unitarian Parish I louse in Banf1lms (made by kids, for kids). This
gor, Maine. The address is 183'
festival is particularly for children of
Main St., Bangor 04401. Other Gays
gay parents, ages: toddlers to 13
in l'daine news i.ncludes the formatio11
yers. During this time the parents
arc free to join a discussion group
of several new gay organizations, inupstairs in the church. From 4 to 6
cluding the Portland Gay Rights Orpm there will be a ~-ICC Family
ganization. P.O. Box 4542, Portland,
Supper, for parents, kids and MCC
l\1ainc, and the Gay Liberation Front
Gay-in-Vermont is sponsori ng a Gay
people. On Sunday, the Evening
St. Stephen-Calais, Chapter 14, GenWorship Service at 7 pm will deal
eral Delivery. Calais, J\.lainc. Also , a
Open I louse on Feb. IO and another
group called the Presque Isle Gays
with a "Focus on Families." And
one on Feb. 24. They will be held
have been meeting monthly and
MCC now has a Sunday School:
in the afternoon from 2 to 5 at 73
classes began Feb. 3 at 6 pm.
promise that in several weeks they
Church St.. Burlington. There will
There will also be a child care servwill have an official name and adalso be a gar dance at the same adice during services. For more in fordress.
The
Bangor
Unitarian
Gay
dress on !\larch 2 at 9 p.111. 50c donmation , please call 523-7664. Join
Caucus. at P.O. Box I 046 , Bangor.
ation. e ay-in-Vcrmont has a new
us and tell your friends 1
0440 I. has requested official recogaddrcss: Box 3216 North Burlington nition within the local church and
Sta .. Burlington. Vt. And a new
will affiliate with the National Unitelephone number: 802-863-2-t96.
tarian Gav Caucus.
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Once a"ain a pica has been re"istcred for lielp. ideas or just any kind
of response to this program. Period!
A few 111onths ago an article appeared in the GCN asking any concerned male or fe111ale interested in
reaching out to a child to write The
13c Friends Project. 4 I lJ Boylston
St., Rm. 508. Boston. ~lass. 021 l(J.
To this date. no one has replied.
The project would be an asset to
the gay parent: however. this progra111 is meant to appeal to all minorities. The aim or 1.,c Friends
is to provide an outreach to all
children of single parents in order to
help the child relate to adults of the
gender opposite that or the parent.
It is not intended to provide a
"mother" or "fathci'" figure for the
child. The program also hopes lo
provide special companionship for
children with special problems~
People in the single parent situation should really consider looking
into this program . A Big Friend
could provide a broader outlook for
your child.
On Thursday, Feb. 7 on WBUR,
90.9 FM, Gay Way Radio, al 9
p.m., a part of the program will be
dedicated to this topic. Anyone
with questions or suggestions is
invited to call.

:.bout 35 gay women and 111cn of
the llebrew Nation celebrated the
ancient mysteries together on Feb . I.
It was the traditional Friday night
Sabbath complete with candle lighting, songs, and the ritual challah
(bread)-brcaking ceremony.
A different group of persons will
lead the services each week. The
Feb. I service was conducted by all
women , which :we all agree is about
5700 years overdue. Different persons will run the service each week
so that the myriad understandings,
feelings, and traditions within the
concept of Judaism can be shared .
The next service/ meeting (a study
group always follows the service)
will be Feb. 8 at the Old \l✓ cst
Church at 8 pm. All arc wclco111c ,
of course (Jew and non-Jew).
As was brought out at tile meeting, we should all strive to break
down the difference between spiritual and secular. One's highest motives and feelings should dominate
each act we perform. The world is
the synagogue and we arc each teachers ( rabbis) to each other.
This group is lookin g for a semipermanent place to hold its Friday
night meetings. Any suggestions?
Also on Feb. 8, a name wil l be
,elected for this group.
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THE LESBIAN THERAPY
RESEARCH PROJECT
manual will also include chapters
dealing with the Experiences of a
Lesbian as Pa ticn t, Experiences of a
Lesbian as Therapist, Sexism, Economics and Employment, Lesbian
Mothers, Treatment Techniques,
and a Manifesto. To finance the
manual , members of the Research
Project are available for speaking
engagements through the Gay
Speakers Bureau. They are also
holding a raffle on March 2 at the
Saints. The prize is $25 worth of
liquor and the tickets are 50 cents
each, 3 for $ I.
Anyone interested in obtaining
a questionnaire or purchasing raffle
tickets, or just inquiring into the
project in general, can write: The
Lesbian Feminist Therapy Research
Project, c/o the Women's Center,
46 Pleasant St., Cambridge, Mass.
12139, or call 354-8807.

The Lesbian Therapy Research
Projct:t (Feminist Research Collective) was founded in July of 1973,
by a group of women who were dissatisfied and clisillusioned with the
only local therapy available tolesbians. Linda lleisner, a 111e111ber of
the projet:t , spea kin g on the reason
why the Research Project was
founded, stated , ·'We do not believe
that individual therap y is the answer
to everyone's proble111s. There was
a dissatisfaction on the part of gay
wo111cn with a gay professional training group which we did not feel was
giving equal emphasis to the women
employees or patients. "
The only group position is the fact
that there is a need for such a projct:t. In definition the LTRP, also
known as the Feminist Research Collet:tive , is "a group of lesbian, feminist, and paraprofessionals who are
helping to t:reate a positive selfCOJKcpt for lesbians as an alternative
to traditional psychotherapy . Psyd10therapy neates and perpetuates
by Jonathan Cross
a negative self-image or diagnostic
label for lesbians and then ostraA Commentary on Area Entertaincizes them with this same self-fulfillments of Gay Interest
ing prophecy. We see that ostracism,
not lesbianism , is the problem. We
Really Carlotta, You 're Too Absurd
arc preparing a manual which examines the total life experience of lesI finally, and tardily, got to the
bians (politically and socially)."
Shubert over the weekend to catch
The manual , which is scheduled
the last Coston performance of "Noel
for publication in September, will
Coward in Two Keys," now bound
include a questionnaire which will
for the Big Apple. This American
be 111ailed to all the female subscribpremier of two of the blithe Masers of the GCN, and the analyzed
ter's last plays is directed by the
results of that questionnaire. The
late Sir Noel's favorite director, Vivian Matalon, and stars three aristocrats of the American theatre: Anne
lloxter, Hume Cronyn, and Jessica
Tandy.
Though very different in tone and
resolution , both plays deal with similar themes- each offers a variation
on the subject of regret and renewal
and loss- loss of youth , loss of innocence each froths and bubbles with
witty insight and elegant turns of
phrase . In short, vintage Coward,
refined and sparkling like the champganc his people are always pouring
evanescent and heady.
The more serious of the two , "A
Song At Twilight," concerns a hugely successful. cynical, and embittered
writer. who has hidden his homosexuality from the world with a careful facade of marriage and straight
affairs. Vacationing in Switzerland,

PIPYOUSEE?
by Ginny Cullins
TIME, Feb. 4: "Republicans/ An
Upstream Swim for the G.O.P.
Some Republicans, seeking consolation, argue that Watergate has left all
politicans in bad odor. People are so
fed up, says New Hampshire's Senator Norris Cotton, we've fallen behind used-car salesmen, and in view
of recent court decisions it looks
like the homosexuals will soon be
ahead of us."

+

+ +

+

One &"llf) in the GiflllJUJtJ
Hugo Latymer is at last confronted
by the hypocrisy and cruelty of his
manipulative ways. Cronyn is spectacularly good as the vicious, vulnerable old celebrity (echoes of J'vlaugham and Coward himself), stalking
his hotel drawing room, bickering
with his German secretary/wife ..
The action involves Hugo's reunion with an ,old mistress, played
rather broadly by Anne Uaxter. Her
Carlotta is a fading actress, in for
hormone injections at Vevey, on her
third husband and her second facelift. The famous husky llaxter contralto, those creme de menthe vowels, her great, luminous eyes, all
have us at.her mercy. She and
Cronyn trade Coward's sculptured
insults with aplomb and a ferocious
kind of grace.
Coward is drawing their mannered, empty lives in acid pastels,
pinning Hugo and Carlotta to their
moneyed, selt~indulgent background
like gorgeous insects into wax. The
process is entertaining and dramatic
but not exactly painless to watch.
Coward cannot muster much sympathy for his clever, brittle brood he
settles for a vague nostal gia, for the
memory of attachments and commitments. I lis beautiful, terrible
people are caught here in the ebbing
backwash of their old emotions as .though Coward knew he could not
capture passion at its crest.

BOSTON GJ,OBF. Jan. 29: "At a
NOW-sponsored Manhattan confcrnce
on marriage and divorce held last
weekend, only two out of 175 married women polled said they wanted
to continue in a traditional marriage. Instead they opted for alternative lifestyles. such as living in a
commune. lesbianism. open marriage,
or raiding children as a single parent.''
Till:' BOSTON PHOl:NIX. Jan. 29:
Karen Lindsey says about "Yes We
Can! Yes \i"c Can!. the muchtouted "celebration of women"
sponsored by \'/BZ and the Governor's Commission on the Status of
Women, that "Elaine Noble was

interviewed, and DOB had a booth.
And while one shouldn ·1 have to be
grateful to see lesbianism acknowledged as a major fc111alc experience.
the fact is that their presence in an
otherwise totally straight context
was significant. (I do wonder if the
makers of that virile Salada lea
knew who they were sharing 1heir
commercial space with.).
+
+
+
BOSTON Ul,OIW, Jan. 29: "MJ-:DLEY /Bl LL FRIPP": "The beat was
different but the dancing was great
at three different happenings over
the weekend." One was "Rock at
feminist Elaine Noble's birthday
party."
+
+
+
Nl:W YORK TIA IJ:'S, Feb. J: Kathleen Teltsch (Special to The New
York Times)"wrotc an article tilled
"U.N. Reports on Sexist Attitudes
Around the World." She reports
that "the image of today's wo111an
in Canada, The Netherlands, Finland Mexico and elsewhere ( according t:i a United Nations report), fits
one of two stereotypes: \'✓ omen as
a sex idol obsessed with the need for
masculine approval / V/oman the
homemaker with a cleanliness compulsion, forever sniffing the kitchen
floor or the family wash.
"Advertising," said the report in
summing up the opinions expressed,
" is the most insidious form of massmedia perpetuation of the derogatory
image of women as sex symbols and
as an inferior class of human beings."
Kurt V!aldheim , the United Nations Secretary General. heard about
women's efforts to improve both their
image and their lives first hand tile
other Jay when he met here with
Betty Friedan, the feminist activist.
~lrs. Friedan , who had requested
the meeting, urged Mr. Waldheim to
support strongly an int erna tional
conference to he held during 1975 ,
which the United '.\ations has designated as International \'."omen's
Year."
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THE GAY WOM AN
THE QUESTION: How does the oppression of being a woman make the lesbian experience unique
from the gay man's?
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Try and Understa nd
This, Gay Men

really got yourself into a snake pit. At least for
male homosexuality there is one raison d'etre in
history - male bonding- blood brothers in the
valorous battle- but for women the outrage and
shock of society is that they ~ould possibly think
by Lois H. Johnson
that they could get along without the approval,
support or the all-powerful cock of the white male
I:eing male in this society (particularly white
father. For this outrageous sin of thinking of
middle-class male) gives innate privileges because
themselves as equal to a man they are subjected to
of this society's attitudes. For example, a single
far more subtle and overt social, mental, and ecomale is more valued by society in social situations.
nomic pressures than men are. To the young
It's always- "We have too many women corning to
woman from 18-30 and . sometimes even ·beyond
the party; what we need is some single men to
the hue and cry of the family is "When are you
make this party a success." Employers when
going to get married?" Hardly ever except in a
given free choice will always hire the white male
somewhat enlightened family is anyone really
who comes to them instead of a black male, a
interested in how a woman is doing at school or on
white woman or a black woman. There is always
her job. They might ask questions about these
that subtle prejudice in the store when buying
matters, but the big burning question remains,
things which arc considered "male" such as hard"When are you going to snag a man?" I know
ware, cars , sports equipment or when dealing with
men suffer from some of this , too . Cut at least a
repairmen when the arrogance of male white Amerman is allowed to get some self-pride and identifiica is spread all over the place. That subtle putcation from his job. His refusal to marry can be
down, "Oh, you wouldn't know about that," or
interpreted by a more lenient society as sowing
the "\\'hy don't you ask your husband?" attitude
wild oats, or playing the field or being the big
or the leering sexual overtones of. greasy young
Casanova-and there is a kind of respect for this
salesmen and fat old men. It's really quite disactivity. Dut for the ordinary woman- -even now in
gusting and something on one except a woman can
1974- who doesn't marry or at least live with a
rcaily understand. It's a wonder to me that women
man the social stigma is great ranging from outhave had so much restraint over the years of being
right scorn to pity for her shortcomings that do not
treated as "babies," "girls," "coffee runners,"
make her attractive to the all-powerful male.
"sis," ·'sweetheart;· numb-brained nothings by
One of the most powerful attractions to me and
their bosses, husbands, lovers, brothers, co-workers
I think to other women for coming out and accept•
·act infinitum 111ale overseers.
ing yourself as a lesbian is the great sense of self.
\Vo111cn have been socialized to be passive , not
worth it brings and the realization that you can
to fight back. to be kind, supportive, loving, turnidentify with other women without compeing for
ing the other check. Maybe that's why there's
the available males in your vicinity. Even though
now a special pleasure that might be derived from
a woman might be for all intents and purposes a
putting a man down whether figuratively or physisuccessful human being- using her brains to learn ,
cally. To the little girl's imagination there is someContinued on page 5
thing quite tantalizing about the tales of the Amazons and the matriarchies of long ago. In her
imagination or perhaps I should say in my imagSEXISM
ination I enjoyed fantasies of being the leader,
This week's topic is part of a seven week
series on sexism, which will also include: The
the strong one. never having to ask permission
Gay Man (unique from the gay woman); Are gay
frn1n anyone much less a man to carry out 111y
men oppressive of lesbians?; Are gay women opplans for a lifestyle.
pressive of gay men?; Lesbian separatism; Men
Add to this already aggressive prejudice against
oppressive of men; and Women oppressive of
women and the belittling of their capacities the
women.
heavy load of being different --of preferring
As always, your feelings on these topics, bewomen for their emot1011al and sexual partners of
fore or after publication, are solicited.
being that social pariah called a lesbian . and you've
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As Lesbians,
As Women ...
by Judy Stein
Lesbians do not exist. Our rage , our pain, our
joys, our triumphs- look for them. Look in the
history books, look in the law books, look in liter•
ature, look even in the Dible. We arc no where to
be found. The possibility of women who do not
need men for their identity has seldom (if ever)
occurred to the men who kept the records of human culture. For cneturies of history the thoughts
and deeds of women have been ignored. And as
Lesbians, tht neglect of women in humanstory
has been our deepest oppression. Kept apart from
each other (as were all women) by our isolation ,
Lesbians (and all women) were powerless. Many of
us went mad from the guilt of our 'perversion.'
Many more of us lived a masquerade of loving men.
Because it has been men who kept the records of
human culture, it has been a long and painful
struggle for Lesbians to acknowledge our exist•
ence, and our s:sterhood. And this struggle is
ours not because we are gay, but because we arc
female.
Lesbians are also oppressed because of our decision not to be identified as some man's property.
Like all women who remain single, we arc pitied
and mocked for ourunfuit11led,unc onsum111atcd
life. Like all women, we arc denied credit , denied
the economic security of high paying permanent
jobs, denied even a basic security from physical
abuse. And because we, as Lesbians, arc women
who will never marry men, all these denials arc a
permanent part of our lives. Like all women , we
must teach ourselves how to make basic repairs.
We must teach ourselves how to buy a car, how
to buy a house , how to start a business. Because
we arc women who arc taught nothing. Because
we are women who arc not man-identified , we
must teach ourselves everything. Our ignorance is
a result ofa patriarchal society which treats women
as a caste only slightly above children. As Lesbians.
as women, as we grow in knowledge and awareness, we also grow in strength .
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By John Kyper
teach , or work she is still secretly labelled by
society as a worthless person unless some male has
Mrs. Rita Warren is a determined woman from
Brockton who believes in Goel and (presumably
proclai111cd his love for her. Identifying with your
also) Country with a fanaticism few could equal.
true self as a lesbian and a woman destroys the
Once she filed suit in Federal court to restore
destructive depression such a societal attitude creates. What a relief to escape from such oppression prayer to the public schools . More recently, her
and realize that you arc a co111pletc and acceptable career as a crusader has taken an ironic twist.
human being, that you can love a wo111an and in no
A few months ago she assembled her legions of
way be dependent on men for your completeness.
decency to picket the showing of 1001 Danish
I think what I have just said is one of the areas
Delights at the Norwell Cinema. Never mind that
where gay men sometimes might still have a diffithe film , though X-Ratecl, is definitely softcore
cult time understanding what motivates lesbians.
and has played throughout Massachusetts without
There is a necessity at this time in history for
incident. She had the film stopped , anyway, and
women to bond together in organizations in addiwas acclaimed a local heroine for her efforts.
tion to their loving one another as lovers and
No doubt emboldened by her initial success at
recognize their true worth as people. That's why
an independent suburban theatre, the good Mrs.
we have organizations entirely for women such as
Y/arren decided to take on The Exorcist, an RDOB and others. Our primaryneed is to free ourRated film. After all , wasn't the young girl's
selves from the domination of male white society
desecration of a crucifix "obscene, corrupting to a
and to be strong enough in ourselves to carry out
minor, and blasphemous against Jesus Christ"?
Shouldn't such a spectacle be stopped?
our liberation in whatever way we can on the job,
at l10111e, and in social and political organizations.
Ben Sack, of course , didn't see it this way . The
I'm not saying that women won't or can 'tcoopExorcist is hot property for Sack and Warner
erate with men as we move along in the gay
Brothers, with a potential gross of$ I 00 million.
movement , but women's needs arc different. from
Look at those long lines of moviegoers circling his
Cinema 57, and you will readily understand that
men 's and a good part of their energies must be
no one will be allowed to I interfere with its showgiven to each other. Try and understand this, gay
ing. This time Rita Warren was arrested when she
men. We will cooperate as much as we can, but
showed up to picket.
there will be times when we must stand united as
Lat.er she nearly got arrested again when she sat
women and fight for our individualities in a soin the Attorney General's office to demand the
ciety which continues to oppress us and deny our
mm be banned , For good measure , she filed suit
pcrsonhoocl.

against The l:~-.:orcist in eoston Municipal Court.
In a televised interview, she declared that if .\n.:hbishop l\lcdeiros didn't find the film obscene. she
would leave the Church.
Ben Sack must find the controversy terribly
amusing. l\lrs. \Varren's earnest efforts seem most
likely only to increase attendance still further. The
moral: money doesn't talk- it swears.
The Supreme Court's prcscriptbn of"local
standards" for the judging of pornography has resulted in incredible chaos. It means that Deep
Throat gets banned in New York City and plays
unhindered in New Jersey. Even more ominous is
the conviction of a theatre operator in Al\Jany _
Georgia, for showing Camal r:.1101\'ledge by no
serious criterion an ''obscene" f1lm_ unless Jack
Nicholson's portrayal of a sexist pig was too close
to the mark for the courts in Georgia to stomach.
This last incident shows the danger inherent in
last summer's ruling. It might be added that the
Supreme Court majority so much as admitted that
there was no connection between pornography and
anti-social conduct. Then why slwuld it be banned? The Mrs. Warrens of this world arc repressed
people who can't tolerate the thought of others
enjoying sex. As the Carnal "-now/edge case indicates, censoring unpopular ideas is not far behind.
The lesson for gays is obvious.
Two hopeful signs in closing: The Supreme
Court has cleciclecl to review the Georgia decision.
And Cambist Fi lms, /(}(}J's distributor, is also
suing the Attorney General, for the right to show
the film in Norwell.

benefits which accompany a Holy
Union. It is a rite of the church only,
corresponding in significance to rites
such as confirmation, or a sacrament
Wilson: "Holy Union is a unique
Interview with Rev. Nancy Wilson,
such as baptism.
rite of the church, provided for in
associate pastor of the Metropolitan
Anderson: "How does a couple arthe by-laws of the Metropolitan Com- range to celebrate this Holy Union?"
Community Church of Boston, on
munity Churches, for the celebration Wilson : "Larry Bernier and I spent
the subject of "Holy Union: Clarifiof the commitment of two gay peocation on a Gay Institution."
a lot of time thinking about Holy
ple to a relationship. This rite may
Union at MCC-Boston. Since most
only be adminstered (or witnessed)
(Robin: "Aren't those two people
of the couples who have had Holy
by a licensed or ordained minister of Union have been female , I have had
getting married both of the same
MCC."
sex?"
the opportunity and responsibility to
Batman: "Holy Union, Robin , I think Anderson: "Is it, in a sense , a gay
meet with most of the couples and
marriage'?"
you're right 1")
witness their union. Rev. Bernier
Wilson: "To my knowledge, persons and I agreed on a rule of thumb suoof the same sex cannot acquire a
A11clerso11: "Over the past year, e
gesting that the couples be toge~herb
era! couples have celebrated ' Holy
marriage license in the state of Masfor six months prior to the celebraUnion' at the Metropolitan Commusachusetts, therefore they cannot be tion. Also, we ask the couple to
nity Church in Boston? Just what is
married (church rite or no church
agree to meet with the pastor for a
'Hol y Union'"1"
rite). There are no financial or legal minimum of four times before the
celebration. I, personally, would not
want to be 'married' (we use that
"Purveyors of fine printing to the Gay Community"
word in quotes because 'I loly Unionized' sounds so AFL-CIOish) by
someone I didn ' t know; and I will
not 'marry' people who are strangers
to me."
Anderson: Why are there more female Holy Unions than male?"
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REACT!!
At a time when the broadcast media has not exactly welcomed the
gay gommunity with open arms, it was refreshing when V/CAS (740 A1\.,
Cambridge) made its resources available to the gay community. During
the past year, WC AS has consistently carried announcements about events
in the gay community (e.g ., the !dCC blood drive, referrals to IIUB) ,
and for the past few months has had regularly scheduled gay programming ("Closet Space ," a half-hour on Sundays, and a fiv e-m inute gay
news broadcast on Thursdays). It is currently the only Al,l radio station in the :;ostlrn area to carry gay programm111g on a regular basis.
Th e gay commun it y has been fortunate 111 liaving had WC AS's support.
l)ut we may soon lose this foothold in radio. \'/CAS has been sold
to F:1mily Broadcastin g of Oakland, Calif. The new station owner,
when contacted by GCN. would not make any commitment as to tll e
continuation of gay programming, and it is the considered opinion of
med ia people familiar with other Family Broadcasting radi o stations that
gay programming will have no place in the new format.
The sal e of the station (and thcccxpccted demise of this facet of
gay co111111unity broadcasti ng) is sched ul ed for Feb. 23 - UNLESS action
is taken now. Severa l in d ivi duals and gro ups (folk-music en thusiasts. and
pcrso 11 s who have otherwise enjoyed the community spirit of t.hc current
WC/\S st a IT and format) arc involved in an organized protest to block
the sale and to force the station back onto the market (can you dream ers out th ere conceive of a radio station being part ly gay-<'""'"rl??\ ,r
you wo ul d like to work ll'ith this gruup . call Pave l\'isch at (617) 621:.XX
lJ37X. Petitions arc circul ating in Camb rid ge. waiting for your signature
An even more effe c tive way to let the FCC know communil ) sen tim en t
is by writin l:! to:
Broadca st Cureau
FCC
\\ as hington . D.C. 025.S-l
Ask that the sa le of \". CAS be rescinded. on th e gro un ds th at the
sale has not been 111ad c public enough. and that we (the l)os ton Gay
Co111111unity) will lose ou r only ,\" ra dio out let. It is possible to block
th e sa le . but an i111m cdiatc prot est 11111st be ,nadc.
Page 6 eGAY COMMUN ITY NEWS, February 9, 1974

REACT IONS:
January l<J. 1974
Shalom'
In response to your '/ucstion in the last debate article rc ardino
homosexuality_ on Israeli (ibbutzim [GCN issue 1-30. page 7f the "'
answer from first-hand experience is a definite "yes and 110 .....
There arc so many myths (both 0 ood and bad) that arc circulated
abo~t. Isn;1cli _soc_icty that it is difficuft to untangle the mess even while
part1c1pat111g 111 _1t. As to the presence of gays on l\.1hbut zin1. one
could agree easily tha_t there arc no "ad ult homosexuals" on most Kihbutzm1 (at least not lor long and not by choice). Kibbutz life is a
present:day rciri_~arnation <?f _pioneer days· morality. ~!:1sculinity ranks
quite l11gh on k1bbutzmks list _of virtues. even higher than it docs in
the generally more_ sexist Israeli society-at-large . A gay on a Kibbut z
ne_cds to be_ sccret_1vc 111 a sub-culture which makes no allowances for
pnvac7 untlltmam_agc. The gay Kibbutzniks I met (in roughly a year)
:,vere all_ ex-1-ibbutzmks who were currently. hold111g ,1obs as U-J\l stewards or_ m some su111larly classic gay profcss1011s; after having moved to
some city or other (generally Tel-Aviv or Jerusalem).
The gays I met on Kibbutzim were mainly other Amcric:111s and
members of local "Nachal" groups. (Nachal is the Israeli alternativeserv_1ce used by a reasonable number of Israeli 's more r:1dical youth to
avoid at least a part of the mandatory 3-ycars active army duty.)
Love,
Joe
Ed. Note: The author_ of this letter has agreed to write a more extensive descnpt10n of gay life in Israeli for a future issue of
GCN.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: To those who inquired. Donald ~-1. Klein. DDS. and
our feature writer, Sat.ya, arc one and the same.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
LESBIANISM AND HOMOSEXUALITY
There arc various pamphlets available which are
designed to answer some of the most commonly
asked questions about lesbianism and homosexuality. but many persons in the gay community have
been dissatisfied with the answers presented. Gay
Speakers' 1;urcau of nos ton is preparing a questionand-answcr pamphlet that will better represent a
conccnsus of gay persons' ideas on these questions.
1:clow is a lits of questions that have appeared
in existing pamphlets , or which have arisen frequently from public speaking presentations. Any
answers (or additional questions, with or without
anscsrs) you can suggest would be helpful. Your
answers needn' t be in polished grammar, and answering just some of the questions is ok . Please
mail your written answers or questions to:
Questions and Answers
c/o Gay Speakers' Bureau
P.O. Box 482
West Somerville, Ma. 02144 .
ff you would like to work on this task force,
indicate so on whatever you send in. Any pamphlet which is prepared from this effort would be

made available to the entire gay community for
their work in public consciousness-raising.
(NOTE: When the context is appropriate in
the following list , the term ''homosexual" refers
to both female and male persons.)
What is homosexuality? What is Lesbianism?
How many homosexuals arc there?
Can you easily identify a homosexual from his/her
manner or cl ress?
Do homosexuals dislike or fear persons of the opposite sex?
Why do many people consider homosexuality an
evil?
How do homosexual persons feel about being
homosexual?
Docs a homosexual act make one a homosexual?
What causes homosexuality?
Arc children seduced into homosexuality? Will
close personal relationships between adolescents
and adults ofthesame sex lead to homosexuality?
Does public discussion of homosexuality , or the
freedom in showing homosexuality in movies,
theatre, TV, and literature tend to lead to its

What is the term "gay"?
Is homosexuality unnatural? Is it an illness?
increase?
Should parents discuss homosexuality with their
children?
Should a homosexual person discuss his gayness
with his parents or friends?
Should a homosexual be sent to a psychiatrist or
other counselor?
Docs homosexuality cause societies to decline"/
Can a homosexual ~hangc if he wants to? Can
homosexuality be '\:uretl"?
\Viii having heterosexual relations change a homosexual's orientation?
Can homosexuals be stimulated by members of
the opposite sex?
Do homosexuals every marry members of the opposite sex?
What about bisexuality? ls it a cop-out'I
What kind of jobs do homosexuals hold?
Arc homosex~als promiscuous?
Should homosexuals try to resist their sex urges?
Where and how do gay persons meet each other?
What are the laws regarding homosexuality? Arc
homosexuals criminals?
Are homosexuals discriminated against'! What dangers do homosexuals encounter'!
Arc transvestites homosexuals?
Do gay couples play "husband and wife" roles?
What about gay marriagcs'1

The following letter was received by a Boston Gay person and he would like to share his joy
with us all. It was received from an old college friend who already knew he was gay.
January 8, 1974
Dear Sam:
I was very pleased to get your card and to
hear your news. Right On! And why shouldn't the
Gay Lib movement do more for you than years of
psychiatry? After all, it's kind of hard to "get well "
if you 're not sick in the first place.
It actually does seem to be coming to pass
that homosexuality is gaining acceptance as an
"alternative personal orientation" rather than a
vice or an illness. I'll bet neither of us ever
thought that possible a dozen_ yea_rs ago in
Gainsville. Can it be that society 1s actually
progressing?
I feel a warm spot for Gay Lib., not merely
because of bygone days in Gainsville, but
because I personally owe the movement a lot,
indirectly, at least:
Because of my gay friends, I was able
actually to have some male friends who were
able to relate to me in a manner different from
The Game. Maybe there was some fear and
antagonism towards me on some level, but_ at
least there was a certain type of honest relat111g
that"s harder than hell to achieve across the
sexes. (There have been times when I wished _I
were gay, just to simplify matters!) Now I think 1t
is beautiful that gay men and women are
supportive of each other; in _a way, that's
indicative of a better relat1onsh1p than
heterosexual men and women share ordinarily. It
seems that, through "homophilia" gay men and
women are achieving something that straight
men and women are too tangled up in roleplaying and cultural stereotypes to accomplish:
mutual reinforcement and unselfish love towards
each other as persons.
And, because of gay people I knew years
ago, I was able to see the traditional male and
female roles in a critical light, and able to at least
imagine some alternatives to these stifling
straight-jackets. Those insights certainly have
helped me develop as a person, and as a

"IT'S KIND OF HARD TO 'GET WELL' IF
YOU'RE NOT SICK IN THE FIRST PLACE"
woman, and accomplish some personal
Lib, except that I'm so happy for you, and so
liberation and freedom.
pleased that things are changing socially. It
At times I've thought that perhaps the Gay
always seemed to me that you've been more
Movement was a little to_o self-conscious;
collected (or "together") personally than many
heterosexuals don't instantly describe
gays, and were able to avoid the psychological
themselves as such when asked "Who (or what)
chaos that engulfed so many people I know. I
are you?" But probably after so many years of
think that's indicative of basic mental health in
repression and misunderstanding and
the face of a sick society's pressures.
oppression, really "digging" being gay is a
A final thought on the subject of "The
necessary part of the movement, just as black
Movement": I believe that the movement press is
identity was necessary to give support to all
very, very important. I believe it was for me.
those who had been made ashamed of their
O.K., I already had a certain kind of orientation
color. Anyhow, Gay Lib can only be a Good
towards some topics like the Vietnamese war,
Thing long overdue.
Sexism, Racism, sexual freedom, being gay, etc.
This is a world with very little love in it; the
But the radical press focused my thinking and
more mankind can learn about human love in all
opened up some areas of awareness; it changed
its forms, the better off we 'll be.
a vague set of attitudes into specific concepts,
I'm really pleased that you're happy and
and made me examine my own ideas much
involved - it's true, I don't easily visualize you as
more closely than I'd have done alone.
a Movement person, but that's another way of
(Sometimes I think that the Gay Press, and the
saying that I don't visualize you as a caricature of
Women's Lib Press have contributors with an
some sort. Boy, Boston has changed since the
exhibitionistic urge to "let it all hang out" to a
old days when anything stronger than "the
host of unknown readers; but their writings are
servant problem" was banned conversation!
part of their own way of getting free, and what's
The children are growing up fast. Parenthood
more, in all honesty I've probably learned a thing
has been a great challenge for me, because
or two about human feelings from even the
obviously I don't want the three boys growing up
grossest writer - and I don't know about Gay Lib
as you and I were raised; searching for viable
papers, but Women's Lib Papers can get pretty
alternatives is a non-stop effort. But they all - the
gross in putting down men. I don't like that part of
elder two, at least - are developing into persons I
Women's Lib, because it makes more sense to
like as individuals, and they've even managed to
support women than to put down men, but all
be reasonably easy-going, rather than high
points of view have a place.) Anyhow, I did like
strung like faculty kids so often are. I'm trying to
GCN and think it's a vital, necessary influence.
equip them for adult living, rather than extend my
Sam, let's do write more frequently. I've
own "mother-trip " - and they ' re pretty
always been glad you and I kept in touch, and
independent and helpful. We figure that just
hope we'll manage a visit' eventually. Meanwhile,
about the time we have a smoothly run
have a very peaceful and enjoyable and
"commune" going, they'll be ready to leave
productive New Year.
home.
GAY
Love,
Dinah
I'm not meaning to dwell on the topic of Gay
COMMUNITY NEWS, February 9, 1974 ePage 7

classifiedCLASSIFIEDclassified CLASSIFIED
3 GM 21-26 need roommate for 7½ rm
Dorchester apt near Fields Crnr \I 13T A.
S40/mo.+util+heat. 282-4977 - -John &
Rick & Dan.
HU.P !-'OR IIIRI:
\\'e do CLLANING and INTl:RIOR
PAINTING and other odd jobs. Rates
.from S3-S4.50 per hour. Experienced.
( References on request.) IV rite l.CN
Bo, 11.J or call 440-~5J7 and ask for
David.
Happy '' (;ct more out of Lifc ... a
course in self-discovery, growth, undcrstandine of you & others. !-'rec introductor; class. Call 617-776-6218.

MASSAGE
on the level individual massage sessions.
Helps relieve tension, and slow down
from the city's pace. Write Satya, c/o
GCN, 70 Charles St. , lloston , Mass.
Leave your phone and/or address. I'll
!!Cl in touch with you.
Volunteers needed to work for a free
alternative ambulance service. Emergency medical traininl,! provided. Prior
medical and/or counselin!! experience
helpful. Please call 26 7-9 I 50 and leave
your nµme and number.
llcn of Pu. Furn you didn't come over
the next nite. Please contact me. I
want to help you to attend school. Let
me help you, I mean it too! 268-4342.

SUBLET I BEDR~I APT.
Beacon Hill, includes living rm. , kit. ,
dining rm, exposed brick walls, fireplace. Under $200/mo. Call 227-3668
after 5 pm or anytime weekends.
FUN & GA\IES
Gay male 42 seeks gay or bi-males for
mutually satisfying relations. My place
or yours. Weekday eves. only. Occasional day mtgs.
Mormon and Gay? Frustrated by
Church's position on homosexuality?
Perhaps we could do something about
it. Write Brother Gay, GCN Box 922.
WHITCI-1
Watch for Whitch. Watch for Whitch .
Watch for Whitch.
Lambda/Boston Button. 25c each , 3
for $1, IO for $1.50. Stamped, selfaddressed envelope to GCN Box 821.
P.S. WHITCH
is back at the Saints Wednesday nights
in February.

RHODE ISLAND - SE ~!ASS
Brown University Gay Liberation is
growing. In 1974, our mission is to
liberate the state of Rhode Island and
drag SF Mass. down with it! We desperately need your support! Come to
88 Benevolent St., Prov. , 8 pm every
Wednesday and join us . Everyone is
welcome!
HELP FOR HIRE
We do CLEANING and INTERIOR
PAINTING and other odd jobs. Rates
from $3-$4.50 per hour. Experienced.
(References on request.) Write GCN
Box 123 or call 440-9537 and ask for
David.
ODD JOBS UNLIMITED: Name the
service and we may provide it (if it's
legal and within reason). Child-care,
house-painting, car-washing, snowshovcling, window-washing, dog-walking
and innumerable other services. Rates
vary according: to the specific job. Call
ODD JOBS UNLIMITED AT 696-8457
for more information.

Gay man 25, seeks a friendly place to
live, preferably in the SomervilleCambridge area. Call Mark 628-3870.
THE MAJEKAL SYSTEM OF D E F E N S E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - designed for people who don't like violence. Once you learn this sys., you'll
fall in love with it. No strenuous
excr., health and life automatically
123 Charles St.
improved. 4 lessons to complete course
Men's Clothing
Hand Made Shirts
$IO each session. Send for appl. to
10 percent discount on any purchase with this
ad
Sumari, PO Box 2255, Boston 02109 .

CHARLES STREET
APPAREL

All ads must be paid in advance. Make check or money order
payable to "Goy Community News" or "GCN.''

Send classified ads lo: GCN classifieds, 70 Charles St., Boston,
Mass . 021 14.

Include oreo code in all telephone numbers appearing in od.

Deadline is noon of the Sunday prior to the issue dote.

Replies to box numbers should be sent to: GCN Classified Box
Number. ., 70 Charles St., Boxton, Moss. 02114.

Box numbers ore ovailoble at the rote of $1.00 (good for six
weeks). Moil for box numbers will be forwarded to the address you
give us. Allow 4 characters in ad for box number.

No ads accepted by phone .
GCN reserves the right to edit or reject advertising which may
result in legal action.
GCN hos no control over classified advertisers: hence, we cannot
assure you that your inquiry will be answered or that the product
or service is accurately presented.
Rotes: 50 cenh per weelc for first 140 characters. SO cents per
week for each additional 70 characters. Headlines 50 cents per
week for 25 characters.
F-ull name, address and telephone number of advertiser must be
given with each ad. This information is strictly confidential;
however, we cannot print your ad without it.

Gay commune has farm near Amherst.
Now peopling, living and lovin;: to·
gcther. Write only. llop Brook Commune, PO Box 723 , Amherst, ~lass.
VOICI·: LESSONS
Private instru~tion in singinµ: dasskal.
folk , show, etc., speech , and dramatic
interpretation. Serious students only.
Nicholas Sean Austin, M.A., experienced
teacher-performer. Call 523-3213 , days.

WHITCII
The all-women's band. 1:or blinking
info call Elaine days 536-5390, eves
289-8363.
WORCESTER GAYS COM I·: OUT
Join us Sunday nights at 8 for general
mtg. Mon. nite raps , 82 Franklin St.,
3rd tl . M&F welcome. h,r further
info write, W.G.U., Box 359, 1:ed. Sta.,
Worcester 0 I 610.

GAY TRIP TO RIO
First time in Boston from May 14 to
May 22 in the beautiful dty of Rio.
Write now for free brochure to I lomophile Union of Boston, 419 Boylston
St. 021 I 6, Room 509.
SEARCH DATE
Boston's largest )!aY dating service,
serving all N.E. area. Don't be trapped
in the circle of loncliness ... a proven
record of satisfaction to our subscribers . Write to Search Date, P.O. Bo.,
145, Boston, Mass. 02122.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS
Place a new or renewal subscription to GCN and receive a free
c!~ssified ad 125 character headline and 140-character ad; odditional characters and box number cost extra). Your free ad will be
inserted in :
one issue for o I 0-week subscription
two issues for a 25-week subscription
three issues for a 52-week subscription.
No copy changes permitted. This is a limited-time offer.

CAPE COD GAYS
The Cape can be lonely if you're gay
and perhaps not feeling as good about
it as vou could. Let's organize a group
to provide support for each other and
investigate consciousness raisin~. coming
out. gay happiness, personal experiences,
and anything else· we feel like talking
about. For men and women. Call
John 540-0604 in Falmouth.

~

use one box for each 0
classified ad orcer form charactor or s~ace &
I
I I
l
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I I I
It)

HAPPY I 0th ANNIVFRSAR Y, LOIS
For my gay sisters and brothers I ,visli
the same happin <'SS we have shared
over the years. Love, Sheri.

Cl>

'0
0::,

Cl>

.&;

-4r

0

It)

III
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I*Headline
Check here ii headline and fif"'St 140
characters ore part
of a free ad with o
subscription.

Nome
Address
City

Phon

State---Zip _ _ _

Number of weeks ad
is to run.

□
□

Ii

~

0

I IIIII I I

at 50c per week
*First 140 character~
at 50c per week
Each add'I 70 characters at 50c per week

Box number

at $1.00 per six weeks

TOT AL ENCLOSED

IC)

-------

----------

METROPOLITAN cm1MUNITY
CHURCI L meets for worship every
Sunday at 6:45 pm, 131 C:ambrid!!c St.
(Old \Vest Church). 1:ellowship hour
8: 15 pm. Rev. Lawrence Bernier and
Rev. Nancy \\'ilson, pastors. All persons
arc welcome. Church telephone 5237664 .
SHALO,\I' Gays and Jews meet at Old
\\'est Church on Fridays at 8 pm . hirmin)! nc11· temple . Need permanent
home. .loin and/or help. Call 7387657 .
(;ay brother 25, is looking for a place
to live 11·ith either men or women ur
both. Call \lark 628-3870 .

*Free with subscription
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Wilson: "I hesitate to speculate on
that -- l'm not a sociologist. Also, I
am wary of the stereotype that lesbian relationships are much more
stable than gay male relationships.
First of all , I'm not sure that that is
true, and secondly, I'm not sure
what it means. l ;ow does one determine 'stability'? That statement is
just one step away from saying that
'stable' ( read long-term) relationships
arc 'better' than 'unstable' read
short-term) relationships. I don't buy
that as a generalization .
Anderson: "Isn't Holy Union the
same as monogamy?"
Wilson: "That depends on what you
mean by monogamy. Holy Union is
not restricted to those who plan to be
together for life, or to those who believe in complete bodily fidelity,
necessarily. That depends on the
covenant that the couple has made.
I, for one , do not encourage people
to indulge in romantic illusions about
the length of a relationship. Often,
in the pre-union counseling sessions,
we discuss the possibility of breaking
up , of dissolving the union . We try
to approach tills su0Ject without fear
or guilt. Facing the possibility, (not
the mevitability) of breaking up beforehand can help people to be more
realistic, and may help reduce the
trauma of separation if it occurs."
Anderson: ,:Why would anyone want
to celebrate Holy Union?"
Wilson: " Holy Union, to us, is a public statement (gay pride!) of some
good news (two people love each
other!). It provides a chance to symbolize and perhaps deepen their commitment, to celebrate with friends.
It is not really a beginning: it comes
in the middle of a process. Most
couples, I find, have really been
'married' for some time before I
meet them; but there is a desire to
symbolize this important dimension
of their lives. I believe that symbolization is important and very natural
to being human. Often, without Holy
Union. gay couples have exchanged
rings and said their own private
vows. Out of that same hunger for
symbolization came even the "mock
weddings'" that one would occasionally witness or hear about in the
bars. When we try to use old symbols and words (old wine in new
wineskins) there is a kind of jarring
absurdity. But when we really begin
to be creative in developing our own
symbols. there is a new joy. a new
appropriateness. Holy Union, at
MCC. is an effort to provide support
for those couples that need and want
it. and for gay couples with children:·

Wilson : "Often, having a ceremony
at MCC opens up some issues in
terms of the spiritual dimension of
the relationship. (1 realize that this
is not 'cool' so bear with me ... ) I
have seen many couples open up and
confess that one reason they would
like to have this ceremony is to , literally , thank God for each other and
for teh gift of love. I have been involved with couples struggling to
share differences in religious and nonreligious orientations. For my part,
I am neither narrow nor inflexible:
I rejoice in the diversity th,~t we are
and seek common ground.
Anderson: "Some people seem to
fear that Holy Union may be too de-

Anderson: "What is your general
feeling about the couples you have
joined in Holy Union?"
Wilson: "I know I have learned
much and grown from my relationship with those couples. I would
like to thank them for being. And ,
to anyone who loves anyone, God
bless you! ..
(For further information, contact
the Metropolitan Community
Church, at Old West Church, 131
Cambridge St. , Boston. Call 5237664 .)

1'm9slo11

'JOIJ conf,.

Final plans for the Kingston Gay
Liberation Conference to be held at
the University of RJ10de Island Feb.
15, 16 and 17 have been settled.
The conference will begin Friday
night with a dance in the University
Memorial P,allroom.
Saturday morning there will be a
community breakfast and registration.
The first workshop of the day will
couple. We do not want to introbe on Law Reform with Elaine Noble
duce into the gay community a disguised Victorian morality, or a "wait and Robert Dow speaking on the subuntil you're married" syndrome. Presu ject. Other workshops at the conably, wo gay person gets married be- ference will include: Homosexuality
- Old Perspectives and New, Cocause they are pregnant, or because
authors of Sappho Was A Ri![ht On
they are expected to, or for status,
or for security. I hope we don't have Woman, Bar?ara Love and Sidney
to dwel1 011 the abs1.1rd idea that there Abbot , Lesbian Mothers, N~ws
Gay
Media Workshop,
· a cere mony that
· m
•1s some magic
. Studies and
.
Academia, Transvestites, Transu
I
Of A
pprova on a co p- sexuals, and Women vs. Men workputs a Stamp
h
le or that will preserve them from
s ops.
h 1·
l t'
f
'
Due to university regulations the
the vicissitudes o any re a wns ~·

fining for them , too much like
straight marriage, too limiting, and
perhaps unnecessary. How do you
respond to that?"
Wilson: "My only response to that
is, then , don't do it! Be free! Go in
·
Peace! We do not want Holy U1110n
to become the MODEL for every gay

No way! Holy Union is like marnage only in the sense that it attempts
to deal with the dynamics of a primary, intimate relationship between
two persons: and every couple, gay
or straight, male or female, 'Holy
Unionized' or not must face major
b t th i life together.
··
d ec1s10nsaou
er
Anderson: "What is the ceremony
like?"
Wilson: " No two ceremonies are
alike, in terms of what is said , in
terms of who is there , or what people do and wear. We assume that the
total responsibility and creativity
rests with the couples. I don't write
anyone's vows, period! I expect significant input, if not a total takeover,
by the couples in terms of creating
the ceremony . Some people occasionally express surprise that I ask
the couple to do so much. That to
me is just a reflection of the fact that
to our culture it is too damned easy
to get marri ed. harder to stay married , and excruciating to get a divorce. We need not make the same
mistakes in terms of Holy Union ."
Anderson : " Why celebrate Holy
Union in a church? Why the word
'holy'? "

--How this decision was made (and
whether or not it may be reversed),: .
--Changing concepts of therapy for
homosexuals within the profession :
- Possible community and legal
implications of this APA decision .
They in turn may want to ask
questions of those who attend concerning the feelings of individuals
about the decision and how it may
affect them.

group will no longer be able to provide free community meals. The
cost of meals will depend upon
whether a pre-registration fee was
paid or the reg~lar regis_tration ~ee.
. For fu~ther _mformat10n on d1reclions, reg1strat1on , workshops or
contact people please sec GCN No.
30 , Jan.19,1974 .

On Su nday evening, Feb. 10, the
MCC Boston Education Commission
has scheduled a pilot program that
may become the first in a proposed
series of monthly Sunday evening
educational programs.
A meal will be served at 5 p.m.
for a SO-cent contribution , and you
can enjoy your llleal during the discussion .
Heading the program this week
will be two residents in psychiatry,
a male and a female from the illassachusetts f,f ental Ilealth Center in
Boston. The di scussion will be held
in the fellow ship hall o f the Old
West Church , 131 Calllbridge st. .
Boston . Th ey are prepared to discuss
such issues revolvin g around the recent decision o f the APA . as:

(Continued from page one )

statewide " Gay Conference" to convene on the Orono campus in April.
Though it's too early to accurately
gauge public feeling, some vocal
wrath has already been heard. Ironically, the initial moans of disenchantment came from clergymen , those
who are supposed to cpito111izc tolerance , compassion , understanding.
and societal sophistication.
" ... The Trustees' decision was
most assuredly an agonizing selection immensely complicated by
considerations that involve the
practical and the ideological. The
practical course would have been the
easiest, by far; that expedient would,
of course. have been a ringing dcnouncclllent of the \'/ ii de-Stein Club
followed by a "no" vote on their
request for a stale assemblage on
campus."
The editorial went on to say that
the trustees refused "to give in to
their practical instincts" (instincts
fed by the possible anger a111ong
Maine taxpayers at the gay students)
and by their decision "uph eld freedom of speech , asse111bly , and dissemination of ideas for an organiza tion that got its legiti111acy , not
from the trust ees, but from the students themselves through th e <lclllocratic process."
Sturgis I laskin s, a melllber of the
Wilde-Stein Club , called th e llangor
Daily l\ews editorial , "a deli ght f'ul
surprise. " In further developments
on the UMO campus , the Student
Senate granted the Gay Group S I 50
after initiiilly tabling the group's
request for SS0 a few months ago.
Also, Haskins reported " little
straight flack " as a result of the
Dean's permission to " lllix" dances.
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CALENDAR

FEB

7

20

I 0:00 am - Gay News, \\'CAS 740 A~!
7:30 pm - \lCC choir rehearsal , Old \\'est Church
'8:00 pm -- Rap for Older Gay \\omen , 419 Boyl., rm. 323
*8:0() pm -- Lesbian Lib. mtng., \\'omen's Ctr., Cambridge
9:00 pm - UMass-Amherst SHL mtng., 908 Campus Ctr.
9:00 pm -Gay \l'ay Radio, IVBUR 90.9 HI
Night: Project Place Gay Crisis Line, 267-9150

7

5:30 pm-6:30 pm - llvd-Rdclf GSA, Brks Hse, info 498-3096
*7:00 pm \l'ilde-Stein Club , U of Me. Mem. Union, Orono
*8:00 pm - Jewish Gay group, Old West Church
9:00 pm-I :00 am - Gay Dance, upstairs, CSMH, $ 1.50 donation

8

Please submit Calendar items to
"Calendar Editor," c;o GCN. by
I :oo p.m. Monday pnor to the issue date.

14
"'C

·-

15

----------=---- ·-·------------- =="
::,
+c
16
9
U)
1:00 pm - 8os. Gay Youth referrals and info., 536-6197
2:00 pm - Bos. Gay Youth open rap & mtng., 419 Boyls., rm 509

10:20 am Closet Space, WCAS 740 A~I; 492-6450
I :00 pm DO8 Winterfest, Ellendale Stables, Sherborn
I :00 pm - Role Play in Dance, Bos. Ctr. for Arts, 5 39 Trem , 3d fl.
2:00-5:00 pm -- Gay Open House, 73 Church St., Burlington, Vt.
2:00-4:00 pm - Women's basketball, Camp YWCA, Temp. St., Cent.Sq.
*5:00 pm -- MCC Disc. & Supper: Mass. Ment.Health, OWChurch, 50c.
5:30 pm - Mass at Interfaith , er. Mass. Ave. & Beacon
6:45 pm --- MCC services. fellowship hr., Old West Church
7:00 pm - Prov. MCC services , 410 Waterman Av, E. Prov. R.I.
8:00 prn -- Worc. Gay Union, 82 Franklin St. , Wore., rm. 3 I
*8:30 pm - Stone Soup Poets, poetry & film, CSMH, $1 don.

10

11

7:30 pm - HUB rap, 419 Boyl., rm 509

·c
"O

C:
:::,

17

(/)

10:00 am-Gay News, \\'C AS 740 A~I
7:30 pm - MCC choir rehearsal, Old \\'est Church
8:00 pm - Lesbian Lib. mtng., Women's Center, Camb.
9:00 pm - UMass-Amherst SIIL mtng .. 908 Campus Ctr.
9:00 pm-Gay \\'ay Radio, \\'BUR 90.9 HI
Night: Project Place Gay Crisis Line. 267-9150

5: 30-6: 30 pm - Hvd-Rdclf GSA. Brks Hse., info 498-3096
7 :00 pm - Wilde-Stein Club, U of Me. Mem. Union. Orono
8:00 pm - Jewish Gay group, Old West Church
8:00-1 I :00 pm-Kingston Gay Lib. Conf. Dance. U or RI
9:00-1 :00 am --Gay Dance, )lpstairs, CS~lll. $1.50 don.

....

::,

All Day - Kingston Gay Conference, Kingston, R.I.
I :00 pm-Bos. Gay Youth referrals and info .. 5 36-6197
2:00 pm - Bos. Gay Youth open rap & mtg., 419 Boyl.. rm 509

All Day - Kingston Gay Conference, Kingston, R.I.
10:20 am-Closet Space, WCAS 740 AM; 492-6450
1:00 pm - Role Play in Dance, Bos Ctr for Arts, 539 Trern, tl.3
2:00-4:00 pm-Women's basketball, Ca mb. YWCA, Temp. St., CenSq.
5:30 pm - Mass at Interfaith, crnrs Mass. Ave. & Beacon
6:45 pm-MCC services, fellowship, Old West Church
7:00 pm-Prov. MCC services, 410 Waterman Ave., E. Prov.
8:00 pm-Wore. Gay Union, 82 Franklin St., Wore., rl. 3, rm. 3
9:00-1 :00 am - Gay Val. Dance, BU Sher. Un., BUHL &
Hvd-Rdclf GSA & MIT-SllL, $ I don.
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7:30 pm-HUB rap, 419 Boylston, rm. 509

1~
►

6:30-9:30
7:00 pm
7:30 pm 7:30 pm 8:00 pm -

12

pm Bos. Gay Youth, referrals & info, 536-6 I 97
Lesbian Therapy Res. Proj. , Women:'s Ctr., Camb.
OOB Women's Rap, 419 Boyl., rm 509
Prov. MCC prayer group, 410 Waterman Av., E. Pro,v.
MCC Bible study; info. 523-7664

C
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19

::,

+pm - UUB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boyl., rm. 323
8:00 pm - Bisexual Rap , 419 Boyl. , rm. 415
8:00-9:00 pm( - Gaybreak Radio, WMUA 91.9 KM, Amherst.8:00-? pm BU Homophilc League, Sherman Union
/:JU
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6:30-9:30 pm-Bos Gay Youth phone referrals & info, 536-6197
7:00 pm - Lesbian therapy res. proj., Women's Ctr., Camb.
7:30 pm-DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston, rm. 509
7:30 pm - Prov. MCC prayer group , 410 Waterman, E.Prov.,R.I.
8:00 pm - MCC Bible study; info. 523-7664

Eve.-Gay Rights Org. (GRO), Portland, Me.
7:00 pm-Gay Support & Action, Unitarian Par.Hsc, Bangor, Me.
7:30 pm - DOB Lesbian Mothers rap, 419 Boylston, rm 323
8:00 pm-Bisexual Rap, 419 Boylston, rm. 415
8:00 pm-Gaybreak Radio, WMUA 91.9 FM, Amherst
_ _ _ _ 8:00-?-BU Homophile League, _Sherman Union
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